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Abstract—RADAR (Radio Detection and Ranging) is an elec-
tromagnetic device used for detection and locating objects from
their reoccurrence signals. The received signal is then deal
with for information abstraction, like., target detection besides
the velocity of the target. Detection is done by an algorithm
called CFAR (Constant False Alarm Rate). In CFAR, a certain
power threshold is determined. If the threshold is too high, then
fewer targets are detected and conversely if the threshold is
too low then false detection rate will increase. This threshold-
based algorithm detects false targets in addition to original
targets and to overcome this, a method called Cell Averaging
Constant False Alarm Rate (CA-CFAR) would be used. Another
parameter velocity is determined by Doppler frequency. In CW
radars this frequency measurement is done by de-modulating
the received signal with respect to a transmitting. The matching
velocity can be anticipated by passing the Doppler spectra
through a filter bank. Finding the frequency in a pulse radar
system is difficult than in CW radar system. Thus, a better
approach is the Doppler Processing state machine. The received
signal is processed for required information. The architecture
is implemented in MATLAB/SIMULINK using Xilinx System
Generator. To implement this model, three processing modules
are required. Upon successful simulation, respective Verilog
HDL code is generated and that code is run to observe design
constraints like area, power and delay. For CA-CFAR module at
2.5GHz frequency, the On-Chip power is 8.763W. At 0.95V, low
On-chip power 3.932W observed at the frequency of 4GHz.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pulse Doppler radar sends out a pulse with a short interval
known as the Pulse Repetition Interval (PRI) and captures the
echoed signals. The distance to target can be calculated using
the time interval between the commencement of the broadcast
and interception from the target mimicked hint. If the target is
stationary, the signal is reflected from the same spots across
time. However, if the target is moving, the receive time of
the return signal from the target changes across successive
pulses, resulting in a frequency shift owing to the Doppler
Effect. The Doppler frequency will be positive if the target
is approaching the observer, and vice versa. When the target
approaches close, the wave fronts of return signals are closer
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together than in prior pulse returns, causing the wavelength of
the received signal to fall and the frequency to rise. When the
target moves away, the distance between successive scattering
waves widens, and the wavelength lengthens, resulting in a
reduction in frequency, fd = 2vCos(α/λ). This is Doppler
frequency equation, where v is the speed of target and α is
the angle between velocity vector and targets line-of-sight.
In radar systems, the return signals are passed through an
envelope detector (square-law detector) at the receiver back
end to localize echoes from the target. Since the power level
of the echoes is much higher than the background echoes,
a threshold-based approach can be used to detect targets.
However, there is an existence of noise, clutter (unwanted
signal returns from ground or sea surface), interference and
also the received signal power is not equal since its power
attenuates as it travels further in distance. Therefore, an adap-
tive algorithm CFAR is required for threshold and detection
of signals probably originate from targets.

II. DESIGN ISSUES

In CFAR, a certain power threshold is to be determined in
order to lower the number of false detections. Usually in radar
systems, this threshold is set to achieve a convinced level of
false alarm probability. If the clutter, noise and interference are
considered to be constant temporally and spatially e.g., sea
surface or flat ground then a fixed threshold can be chosen
in which the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) from the target
plays the deterministic role. The Programmable Radar Signal
Processor is designed for a multi-function radar that performs
target surveillance and tracking operations. The Doppler fre-
quency is measured in Continuous Wave (CW) radars, such
as police radars, by demodulating the received signal with the
broadcast signal, as we are only left with a Doppler frequency
at the baseband if the target is moving. The matching velocity
can be estimated by passing the Doppler spectra through a
Doppler filter bank., as shown in Fig. 1. Because it is a
continuous wave system, the demodulated signal, particularly
the Doppler spectra, appears in the frequency domain as a
sharp arrow, allowing a filter bank to discriminate velocities



Fig. 1. CW RADAR basic Operation.

with high sensitivity. Although this form of radar is simple to
construct, it lacks the ability to locate the location of a target.
As a result, if range is required, pulse Doppler radars are used.
But, in pulse radar systems, finding the Doppler frequency is
not as unpretentious as CW radars. Thus, a better approach
is to calculate the phase difference between consecutive pulse
returns and average it over a small set of CPI. The advantage
of this approach is that a lower number of pulses required
namely less memory usage is ensured and the pulse data can
be discarded right after the phase difference is calculated. This
phase shift can be related to the radial velocity of the target.
Distance d target moves in one PRI; d=PRI * Vr (where Vr is
radial velocity). The phase shifts corresponding to a fraction
of wavelength traversed between two successive pulse returns;
[Vr =

(
λ/2PRI

) (
∆φ/2π

)
]; where λ is the wavelength of the

baseband signal and ∆φ is the phase difference between two
consecutive pulse returns.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In practice, a received pulse can contain many targets
with different speeds and also noise can result some error
in calculation, therefore an average phase difference must be
calculated over a train of pulse. Intuitively, pulse Doppler
processing necessitates pulse coherency, which ensures that the
transmit pulse waveform remains constant, or that it starts with
the same phase each time it is propagated. As a result, the send
signal must be in sync with all other clocks in the system. The
proposed method in our radar system is the Cell-Averaging
CFAR, which is one of many sophisticated CFAR systems
(CA-CFAR). The rapid time samples (ADC samples) in the
algorithm are separated into overlapping range bins or range
gates, whose length is dictated by the radar range resolution.
For mono-pulse radars, the range resolution is proportional to
the pulse length or inversely proportional to the bandwidth, as
represented.

∆R =
Cτ

2
=

C

2B
(1)

After the cells have been generated in a rapid temporal
direction, each magnitude sample within a cell is summed to
determine the cell’s power-level. This will be a good indication
of the aggregate sum of the noise floor and clutter level,
if there is no target in the cell. To determine whether or
not a cell includes a target, the power level of the Cell

Under Test (CUT) is compared to the average power level
of its surrounding cells, which is a decent representation of
local noise and clutter. Due to the imprecise pulse form,
which might overlay on neighboring cells and therefore distort
calculation, nearby cells are usually ignored during average
computing. A target is declared to be present in the CUT
if its power level is larger than the average power level by
a specific factor (CFAR Constant). The CA-CFAR algorithm
is used to perform this operation for each range cell with a
sliding window across the entire range. Fig. 2. shows the range

Fig. 2. RADAR Samples and Range bins.

bins which depicts the overall operation for the radar detection
w.r.t the defined pseudo code viz, Detection = if(CUT >
(CFARconstant∗1/6∗ (cell(n−4)+ cell(n−3)+ cell(n−
2) + cell(n+ 2) + cell(n+ 3) + cell(n+ 4)).

A. Detection State Machine and CFAR Implementation

Define When sufficient pulse returns are collected and the
radar state machine initiates detection state machine and the
target locations are estimated using the first pulse return data
of CPI. The magnitude module, shown in Fig. 3, calculates
the magnitudes for time samples. Since we have I and Q

samples for each sample point we can calculate the magni-
tude using the equation below. Taking the power of samples is
realized using multipliers and for the square root operation co-
ordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) is implemented
in FPGA. After magnitudes are calculated the weights of each
range bins are determined by adding up the magnitude values
contained in the cell. The magnitude accumulator module,
shown in Fig. 4, gets the sum of magnitude of samples
sequentially, contained in the range bin and resets once in
every 13 samples are added up, so that the accumulator is
initialized with the first sample of the next range bin once
reset. Each value represents the weight of range bin, which
is necessary for the CFAR algorithm, is realized in hardware
with adders, multipliers and logic block sets. Since we have
the range bin weights stored in a memory, a sliding window is
utilized and tapped line is constructed for the detection scheme
as seen in the block design represented in Fig. 5. The center
tap represents the cell under test and it is compared with the
factor of average of the neighboring cells, which is called the
CA-CFAR constant.

B. Pulse Doppler Processing

The reason behind storing appropriate pulses is to average
the phase difference so that the noise disturbance can be



Fig. 3. Simulink model for Magnitude Module.

Fig. 4. Simulink model for Magnitude Accumulator Module.

Fig. 5. CA-CFAR Flow Diagram.

minimized and the outliers can be eliminated. Since we have
the I and Q samples we can calculate phase and the phase
difference between two consecutive pulses return respectively.
For the first pulse return, the phase is:

Wd + φ1 = arctan(
Q1

I1
) (2)

And for the second pulse return, the phase is;

Wd + φ2 = arctan(
Q2

I2
) (3)

Then the phase difference, ∆Φ = φ2 − φ1 = (Wd + φ2) −
(Wd + φ1) is

∆Φ = arctan(
Q2

I2
) − arctan(

Q2

I2
) (4)

Equ. 4 is implemented using a CORDIC block. The CORDIC
phase calculation is similar to arctan function in MATLAB. It
calculates the phases between −π to +π. Therefore in some
cases the phase can overlap, which can cause ambiguity in
speed calculations. These situations are detected by compar-
ing the phase difference with +π and −π. Since we have
the unambiguity constraint that the phase difference cannot
be greater than a half wavelength, if the calculated phase
difference is greater than +π or less than −π, the phase
difference must be corrected. If the phase difference is less
than −π, 2π is added to the phase difference. Conversely, if
the phase difference is greater than π then 2π is subtracted
from the phase difference. Phase difference module calculates
difference in phase between 2 consecutive pulses, as a result
phase differences are calculated. Speed module shown in Fig.
6 gets the calculated phase difference values from phase
difference at the same time in parallel and divides it by 8
to find the average value.

Vr(m/s) =
λ

2PRI ∗ 2π
∗AV G(∆Φ) (5)

Hereafter the velocity (Km/h) can be calculated by multiplying
the Eqn. 5 with 3.6. i.e Vr(Km/s) = [Vr(m/s)] ∗ 3.6

IV. RESULTS AND VALIDATIONS

The performance of designed modules can be analyzed
by evaluating certain parameters like power consumption,
area or, delay, Power Delay Product(PDP). The total Power
(Ptotal = αtV

2
DDfclkCload)increases when there is increase

in certain parameters like switching constant (αt), frequency



Fig. 6. Simulink model for CA-CFAR detection Module.

Fig. 7. Simulink model for Phase Difference Module.

of the clock (fclk), capacitive load (Cload), biasing voltage
(V 2
DD). The change in any one of these parameters, produces

the change in total power. All these things can be accomplished
by the Xilinx Vivado tool. Generated Verilog code is run in
this platform to observe the impact of these parameters on the
total power dissipation, under different conditions. Prototyping
is done on an Artix-7 FPGA board with the part number
xc7a100t-2csg324.

The rationale for setup and hold delays was done using
measured power (Poc: On-Chip Power, Pl: Logic Power),
Logic Delay(τ). For adequate justification, the PDP is used
as a reference parameter. The modules were put through their
paces in terms of switching activity, supply voltage, clock
frequency, and output load, among other things.

A. Performance comparison of Magnitude Module:

The performance parameters of the architectures are studied
in Xilinx Vivado tool and the comparison of those observed pa-
rameters with repect to change in frequency in the Magnitude
Module are given in Table 1. That means frequency is varied
when rest of the parameters kept constant and total power
consumption of Magnitude Module is observed. The power
consumption increases linearly with increase in Frequency.
So that the highest power is observed at considered highest
frequency. The highest power is 2.017W at 5 GHz and lowest

power is 1.053 at 2.5 GHz. Comparison of Voltage and power
consumption of Magnitude Module is given in Table 2. This
table shows that how power is varied with respect to voltage
when rest of the parameters kept constant. Maximum power
consumption is observed at 1.05V and the corresponding value
of power is 1.769W.

B. Performance comparison of Magnitude Accumulator Mod-
ule:

The Table 3 is the Frequency Vs Power of the Magnitude
Accumulator Module. It is observed that total power con-
sumption is varied with respective to change in frequency.
Here, maximum power is observed at higher frequency and its
value is 12.124W at 10GHz. The difference between highest
power and lower power is 9.646W. Comparison of Voltage and
power consumption of Magnitude Module is given in Table 4.
This shows that how power is varied with respect to voltage
when rest of the parameters kept constant. Maximum power
consumption is observed at 1.05V with a corresponding value
of power is 9.037W. The difference between maximum value
of power and minimum value of power is 0.628W

C. Performance comparison of CA-CFAR Module:

CA-CFAR module is meant for detecting target and it is
very important to know its power consumption module. Here



TABLE I
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO THE OPERATING FREQUENCY, fclk

Module Frequency Power dissipation(W) Delay,τ (nS) Power Delay Product Area Utilization

(GHz) Poc Pl Setup Hold with Setup with Hold (%)

MagnitudeModule
2.5 1.053 0.010 7.546 0.226 7.9459 0.238 50.00
3.0 1.247 0.012 7.546 0.226 9.4098 0.282 50.00
3.5 1.438 0.013 7.546 0.226 10.851 0.325 50.00
4.0 1.632 0.015 7.546 0.226 12.315 0.368 50.00
4.5 1.826 0.017 7.546 0.226 13.778 0.413 50.00
5.0 2.017 0.019 7.546 0.226 15.220 0.456 50.00

MagnitudeAccumulator
2.0 2.478 0.354 0.90 0.236 2.230 0.589 77.00
4.0 4.871 0.708 0.90 0.236 4.383 1.149 77.00
6.0 7.259 1.060 0.90 0.236 6.533 1.713 77.00
8.0 9.689 1.416 0.90 0.236 13.719 2.286 77.00

10.0 12.124 1.77 0.90 0.236 10.911 2.8612 77.00
CA− CFAR

2.5 8.763 0.175 0.935 0.219 8.193 1.919 81.00
3.0 10.529 0.214 0.935 0.219 9.844 1.358 81.00
3.5 12.274 0.264 0.935 0.219 11.477 2.688 81.00
4.0 14.071 0.331 0.935 0.219 13.156 3.081 81.00
4.5 15.891 0.418 0.935 0.219 15.144 3.480 81.00
5.0 17.702 0.436 0.935 0.219 16.551 3.876 81.00

PhaseDifferenceModule
2.00 1.305 0.289 2.815 1.288 3.673 1.680 83.00
3.00 1.914 0.433 2.815 1.288 5.388 2.465 83.00
4.00 2.520 0.577 2.815 1.288 7.094 3.245 83.00
5.00 3.128 0.722 2.815 1.288 8.805 4.028 83.00
6.00 3.729 0.864 2.815 1.288 10.497 4.820 83.00
7.00 4.342 1.009 2.815 1.288 12.222 5.592 83.00
8.00 4.955 1.155 2.815 1.288 13.948 6.382 83.00

Note:Sample of a Table footnote.

also power-component is increasing linearly with increase
in voltage. From the Table 5, it is observed that maximum
power value is occurred at 5GHz frequency. The difference
between maximum and minimum value of power is 8.939W.
Comparison of Voltage and Power consumption of Magnitude
Module is given in Table 6. This shows that the power is
varied with respect to voltage when rest of the parameters kept
constant. Maximum power consumption is observed at 1.04V
and the value of associated power is 4.344W. The difference
between maximum value of power and minimum value of
power is 0.412W.

D. Performance comparison of Phase Difference Module:

Here, from the Table 7, maximum power consumption is
observed at frequency of 8GHz and its value is 4.955W. The
difference between maximum and minimum value of power is
3.65W. It is always a predominant choice to go with Power
Delay Product(PDP), in order to estimate the performance,
whenever the delay is not effective, over a range of given
conditions. From the Table 8, maximum power consumption
is observed at 1.04V and its value is 7.853W. Lower value of
power consumption is observed at 0.95V.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE-SCOPE:

In this paper, we tried to develop a generic radar processor
by using Xilinx System Generator, which is capable of CA-
CFAR and Doppler processing. In our approach we designed

a Five Processing Modules. Out of five, three meant for
Detection State Machine and remaining two meant for Doppler
processing State Machine to investigate the bottlenecks, chal-
lenges, and potential problems, which can occur in imple-
mentation and integration phase of a coherent radar system.
Detection state machine is meant for detecting the target
and Doppler Processing state machine is meant for providing
suitable information like velocity and phase. When we pack
that signal processing modules on configurable hardware such
as FPGA it will act like a signal processing processor and
depending on the capability of the FPGA a lot of DSP features
such as arithmetic operations, transforms can be realized
with configurable logic blocks as they allow flexibility and
high level of performance for real-time applications. Mostly,
we achieved our objectives as we got suasible results. The
proposed algorithm for the detection of target is CA-CFAR,
for this module at 2.5GHz frequency we get on chip power
of 8.763W. At 0.95V we get low on chip power 3.932W at
the frequency of 4GHz. To know the velocity of the target we
designed the Phase and Speed modules. For the Phase module
at the voltage 0.95v, we get the on chip power 6.936W. At
2GHz frequency get low on chip power of 1.305W at the
fixed voltage 1v. For the Speed module, at 0.95v we get on
chip power of 1.9W. At the frequency of 2GHz we get low
on chip power of 1.146W at fixed voltage of 1.050V. CA-
CFAR detection algorithm has been applied in this work as
other schemes can also be implemented in FPGA and tested



TABLE II
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH RESPECT TO THE SUPPLY VOLTAGE,VDD

Module Voltage Power dissipation(W) Delay,τ (nS) Power Delay Product Area Utilization

(V) Poc Pl Setup Hold with Setup with Hold (%)

MagnitudeModule
0.96 1.734 0.014 7.546 0.226 13.116 0.392 50.00
0.98 1.741 0.015 7.546 0.226 13.137 0.393 50.00
1.00 1.749 0.015 7.546 0.226 13.197 0.395 50.00
1.02 1.757 0.016 7.546 0.226 13.258 0.397 50.00
1.04 1.762 0.017 7.546 0.226 13.296 0.398 50.00
1.05 1.769 0.017 7.546 0.226 13.348 0.399 50.00

MagnitudeAccumulator
0.96 8.409 0.957 0.90 0.236 7.568 1.984 77.00
0.98 8.453 0.997 0.90 0.236 7.607 2.417 77.00
1.00 8.680 1.038 0.90 0.236 7.812 2.048 77.00
1.02 8.820 1.080 0.90 0.236 7.938 2.081 77.00
1.04 8.964 1.123 0.90 0.236 8.067 2.115 77.00
1.05 9.307 1.145 0.90 0.236 8.133 2.132 77.00

CA− CFAR
0.95 3.932 0.104 0.935 0.219 3.676 0.861 81.00
0.96 3.976 0.105 0.935 0.219 3.717 0.870 81.00
0.97 4.020 0.107 0.935 0.219 3.758 0.880 81.00
0.98 4.065 0.108 0.935 0.219 3.800 0.890 81.00
0.99 4.110 0.754 0.935 0.219 3.892 0.892 81.00
1.00 4.155 1.234 0.935 0.219 3.884 0.893 81.00

PhaseDifferenceModule
0.95 6.936 1.220 2.815 0.483 19.525 0.051 83.00
0.97 7.074 1.271 2.815 0.483 19.913 0.187 83.00
0.98 7.144 1.298 2.815 0.483 20.110 0.255 83.00
1.00 7.287 1.351 2.815 0.483 20.512 0.390 83.00
1.02 7.433 1.406 2.815 0.483 20.901 0.526 83.00
1.04 7.583 1.462 2.815 0.483 21.346 1.407 83.00

Note:Sample of a Table footnote.

with the current radar set. The number of pulses considered
for processing such as to calculate phase differences can be
increased such that the result would be a good representative of
the absolute phase difference. The current CA-CFAR module
have faster response, it will be used in military and airborne
applications.
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